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Abstract 
Test  management  software  is  used  to  evaluate  the  permanence  and  functionality  of  technical
systems. These systems also support documenting tests and evaluations. This thesis describe the
implementation of a report template editing tool within an existing testing suite. The tool – TDR
Template Editor (TDRTE) - was developed using SpringMVC, Hibernate, and PostgreSQL in Java,
Javascript, JSP and JSTL. TDRTE provides a step-by-step editor for editing and creating complete
report templates. A separate editor for calculating derived test values from measurement data was
also developed. 
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1. Introduction
Test  management  software  is  used  to  evaluate  the  performance  and  functionality  of  technical
systems  under  development.  These  kinds  of  test  tools  typically  includes  functionality  for
performing different kinds of tests ranging from massive stress tests of web servers to simpler GUI
testing. The resulting data from different test iterations must be presented adequately. Different test
groups may find some data relevant, the rest being superfluous. Since the amount of test data is
massive, there's a need to tailor and organize the results from larger system tests. The presentation
of this data can be displayed in different ways to ease the understanding of what the results indicate.

Test Data Repository (TDR) is a tool developed by Syntronic for managing and displaying large
quantities of test data related to the performance of telecom base stations. This tool has a web based
interface that runs in a standard web browser and the back end is implemented using Pivotal's
Spring Framework, Jboss Community's Hibernate and the PostgreSQL database system. Moreover,
standard web programming languages Java HTML, JSP and Javascript are used in this application.
However, missing in TDR is a flexible way to organize and filter results from test runs, and display
the results in customized user specified ways. In addition to this, functionality for defining custom
calculated values for these custom “views” are also missing. In TDR these “views” are called report
templates or report configurations, and are stored in the same database as the results from the tests.

1.1 Purpose, goals and objectives
The purpose of this  thesis  is to implement a tool for editing the report  templates stored in the
database of TDR and integrate this into the already existing product. As of the start of the project
there's no way to build these templates without executing SQL queries directly on the database. The
tool should try to be as independent of the rest of the project as possible, minimizing changes to
already existing code and data structures.

A visualization of the work flow can be seen in Figure 15 in appendix A.

1.2 Delimitation
Though the directives are relatively clear cut some restrictions have to be done to fit the project into
the allotted time. Out of the two types of reports TDR handles, the template editing tool will only
handle the ones of the type “activity”. 

As stated in the purpose section, the project should keep the changes to already existing code to a
minimum, which means that no effort will be put into “fixing” things in TDR that does not directly
concern the report templates or their data structures.
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2. Background
This  section  introduces  technologies  used  in  the  thesis  and  exemplifies  their  usage  within  the
system. 

2.1 Test suite software
Test suites are commercially available software with varying functionality and specialization (Kaner
et. al, 2002). Some may allow the user to do extensive testing and set up scenarios using scripting or
keyword testing, while others may only be organizers helping the testers to make sense of some
data coming from an external source. The main purpose of this kind of software is to streamline the
process of verifying that a program works as intended under some defined set of circumstances, and
minimize  the  time  needed  to  do  so.  This  means  that  it  typically,  but  not  always,  includes
functionality for doing automated tests on back end and GUI, manual tests defined by the user, and
some way to manage and overview the bugs and defects of the software.

2.2 Test Data Repository
Test Data Repository (TDR) is a tool for organizing large amounts of data collected from telecom
base stations built by Syntronic. It supports displaying reports according to stored templates, as well
as limited editing of the test data. The application interface consists of a navigation bar and a frame
for displaying the different kinds of data corresponding to the current choice of navigation. The two
types of reports (”Activity” and ”SIT”) each have their own buttons. There's also an administrator
panel which contains most of the functionality related to managing report data and users.

TDR makes  use  of  a  module  of  a  framework  called  "SpringMVC" for  structuring  the  project
according to the MVC pattern, and the external library, Hibernate, for abstracting the connection to
the database. Database management is done via the database management system "PostgreSQL". 

Spring's  MVC pattern  (Johnson,  2013)  consist  of  a  central  servlet  (the  dispatcher  servlet)  that
processes requests and propagate them to appropriate controller. The controller then constructs a
model of the view that is returned to the dispatcher servlet. It then passes on the model to the view
which renders the page (or rather, constructs a plain HTML page out of it) that will be returned to
the user, based on the model it got from the dispatcher servlet. The page is returned to the dispatcher
and sent back to the user from there.

JSP is the technology used to construct the HTML page. The code of a JSP page is basically pure
HTML code interleaved with JSTL tags or/and java scriptlets. The extended functionality of JSP
compared to HTML allows for the use of standard programming constructs when setting up the
page. The JSP pages are translated into java servlets at the time of execution, to handle HTML
requests coming from the connected client, or in TDR's case, from the central dispatcher servlet
(Oracle, 2013).

Hibernate's function in TDR is to make it look like java objects are fetched or saved directly to the
database.  What  happens in  reality is  that  there's  a  mapping telling hibernate  which java object
corresponds to which table in the database, and which java data type corresponds to which SQL
data type.  When saving information to the database,  the data of the java object is read and an
appropriate SQL query is constructed with the help of the mapping. The practical use of this is that
there's  less  need  for  the  programmer  to  manage  the  connection  between  the  software  and  the
database, which can be rather time consuming. In other words, the purpose of hibernate is to relieve
the developer of most of the data persistence related programming (Red Hat, 2013).

The PostgreSQL database is used in conjunction with hibernate to store and restore java objects in
TDR. These objects are the ones containing the information of the database, such as test results and
report templates.
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2.3 Model-view-controller
A common way of structuring an application is to separate the data (or information) from the actual
interface  and  thus  making  it  easier  to  change  around  the  design  later  if  necessary.  This  is
accomplished through a design patterns called the model-view-controller (MVC) which separates
an application into three different parts:

• The model, which is the part responsible for handling all the data of the application and the
relationship  between  data.  Examples  of  models  are  SQL databases,  structs,  or  object
containing information.

• The view, which takes care of how the data is displayed to the user. The view could be,  for
example, a jPanel in java that draws shapes, or it could be a web browser rendering a web
page.

• The controller, which handles the interaction between the user and the application.

As the model changes, the view have to be updated to reflect the new data, but since the view and
the model is separated, only the model knows exactly when it has changed. This is usually solved
by letting the model have a list of attached views, so that it  can notify each of them when the
information in the model is updated. It could also be done by simply updating the view at some
chosen time interval, or letting the user chose when to refresh the view (in case the view is handled
by, for example, a web browser). The decoupling of the two could also allow for having multiple
different views displaying the same data in different ways (Gamma, et al.).
 
2.4 Hibernate and ORM
Hibernate is a library developed by Jboss community and is used for simplifying the interaction
between application and database. It maps relations between plain old java objects and the tables of
the database and provides functionality for creating, reading, updating and deleting the data without
the user having to construct SQL queries for it (Mehta, 2008; Tutorialspoint, 2012).

2.5 HTML DOM and Javascript
The HTML document  object  model  is  an alternative  representation  of  the  a  HTML document,
specified by the W3C foundation, where all elements are represented as a tree structure of nodes.
This structure can be accessed by JavaScript to modify the page on the fly in response to certain
events such as user input and similar. 
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2.6 Java Beans
Java Beans is a standard originally developed by Sun Microsystems for structuring java classes. The
standard requires that the class has all its properties private with accessing done though getter and
setter methods. It also requires that the class has a no argument constructor (not necessarily the only
constructor), and is serializable, so that the bean can be stored in persistent memory (Hamilton,
1997)

2.7 JSP , JSTL, Java Scriptlets and Java Unified Expression Language
JSP, much like PHP, is a technology for generating dynamic web pages. This is done through the
use of different markup languages, which essentially is translated into a standard HTML document
and sent to the connecting client. 

JSTL (JSP Standard  Tag  Library)  is  generally  preferred  over  the  older  Java  scriptlets  due  to
readability, and re-usability and ease of learning. It also meshes better with the rest of the aesthetics
of JSP since it strictly is a markup language. JSTL is typically accompanied by expressions of Java
Unified Expression Language (Expression Language or EL for short) which allows for accessing of
scoped variables from within the JSPage (Heaton, 2002).

2.8 Apache Tomcat
Apache  Tomcat  is  an  open source  server,  developed  by the  Apache Software  Foundation,  that
provides support for the JSP, and servlet specifications. It consists of the three main parts: 
“Catalina”, which is the server's servlet container, “Coyote”, which is the server's HTTP Connector
component, and “Jasper” which is the server's JSP engine that compiles JSP files into servlets.

2.9 User interface requirements
The original design of the template editing tool was developed by Persson (Persson, 2013). The
specification describes an interface and layout of an application and the different steps in creating a
template. It consists of an editor for naming, adding description and chose the report type of the
template, as well as adding data counters to headers. It has a view for choosing the counter data
unit, inputting the upper and lower limit of the counter, set calculations for calculating values based
on the data counters and creating charts/graphs to display under a header. The design is the end
result of an iterative process of sketching and testing prototypes on users, to assure that the tool
accomplishes everything it should and is easy to use. The template editor TDRTE was heavily based
on this design concept with minor modifications.
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2.10 Report Template Structure overview
A report template consists of many different interconnected parts, which together determines how
the information is presented. These parts are the following (as illustrated in Fig. 12 in appendix A):

ReportConfig – The top of the template structure. Holds the name of the template, the date it was
created and a list of all the top level headers related to the template (ReportHeader1).

ReportType – Indicates what kind of report the template can be applied to. There are two different
types of reports: Activity report, and SIT report.

ReportHeader1, ReportHeader2, ReportHeader3 – The three levels of headings used to categorize
data.

EventField, RPfield, CPfield, TSSfield, STSfield, MeasurementField – The different kinds of fields
that holds the counter data to be displayed, as well as related formulas for making calculations
based on the data in the counters.

EventType, RPCounter,  CPCounter,  TSSCounter,  STSCounter,  MeasurementInfo – The different
kinds of counters that holds the raw data from the report. These are not part of the report template,
but is referred to by the template, since they contain the information that is to be displayed by the
report rendered by the template.

ReportChart, ReportChartMeasurement – The two types of charts that can be displayed in a report.
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3. Method
As TDR is already set up in a certain way there wasn't  really any choice how to structure the
template editing tool other than getting it to fit in the already existing software. This would be done
by imitating  the  layout  of  TDR,  which  means  making  use  of  the  Spring  framework,  and  the
hibernate library, all while conforming to the visual design of the other parts of the software.

In accordance to the SpringMVC structure a controller for handling the server requests related to
template editing was created. Following this, functionality for listing the templates of the database
was built,  and then work began on a single view editor that would handle all of the aspects of
creating a complete template.

Starting out, a view for listing all the templates in the database was built. The view make use of the
preexisting style sheet of TDR to fit it in among the rest of the views aesthetically. The list consists
of HTML tables to display the name, date of creation, and navigation buttons related to specific
templates and orders them by the date.  To be able to  access this  view through the interface,  a
temporary navigation button was placed in the top navigation bar of TDR. This button would later
be  replaced  by a  similar  navigation  button  in  the  administrator  panel.  A placeholder  form for
searching template  names was included,  but  later  removed due to  time constraints.  A form for
entering a template name and launch the template editor was placed beneath the template list.

The template editing view was created next, which would display all the headers and counters of a
template, allowing for adding or removing of both types, as well as collapsing and expanding of
sections of the editor to get an overview of the progress. The forms for adding or removing counters
from a third level header consisted of two HTML select lists; one with all the counters available,
and one with all currently added counters. Counters could be moved between the lists by clicking
on  corresponding  buttons  displayed  under  each  of  the  lists.  For  the  Javascript  enabling  this
functionality to know which lists are being modified, a unique ID based on the ids of the parent
headers is assigned to each of the list pairs. A technical aspect of HTML select lists that was not, but
should have been, anticipated was that it only submits the currently selected element of the list.
Since every bit of data currently in the list of added counters is relevant for building the report
template, Javascript functionality for selecting all of them on form submission was created.

At this point in the implementation process a realization about the structure of the template data
structure was made, namely that counters was actually not direct children of third level headers, but
are contained in a “field” data structure, which is the child of a third level header. Furthermore the
amount  of vaguely organized data  sent  to  the back end was becoming increasingly difficult  to
handle. Instead of continuing with building one massive editing view for the entire template a more
manageable approach was taken, which consisted of splitting up the editing process into multiple
steps, successively adding information to the report template until it's  done. While the previous
solution was scrapped, the general structure of the editor was reused in the final version.

From this point, work began on simply trying to get data to be stored in the database. This turned
out to require more effort than initially anticipated since the functionality pertaining persistence of
complete report templates did not exist. One of the goals of TDRTE was to modify as little of the
preexisting  code  as  possible,  but  since  functionality  for  storing  templates  should  have  already
existed,  additions  to  the  API was  necessary.  Luckily enough only small  changes  were  needed,
specifically adding cascading adding to database when storing an object through the ORM. By now
the structure of TDRTE was complete, meaning that each step of the editing process had its own
view, with processing of submitted data being don in between the steps. Much like the failed single
view editor,  information is  displayed in  a  what-you-see-is-what-you-get  fashion with forms for
adding new data displayed underneath the corresponding parent header.
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By this point storing templates in the database was completely functional, and the next step would
be to be able to completely remove a template from the database. This is where the biggest problem
in the implementation process showed up. TDR's JPA provider only supports the JPA specification
up until version 1.0 in which cascading deletion of database elements results in references being set
to null, instead of the row being deleted (orphan-removal of “child rows” were introduced in JPA
2.0 (DeMichiel, 2009)). This is problematic since it results in Hibernate violating constraints in the
database stating that references should not be set to null, which in turn results in errors when trying
to do so. A workaround was implemented where deletion is handled by the controller by deleting
each individual part from the database “manually” from the bottom of the structure up to the part
that is actually being removed. Regrettably this meant that extensive additions to the API were
necessary, which goes against the modularity requirement of TDRTD.

What had been implemented up until now was step-by-step creation of a template and the complete
deletion of a template. The step-by-step editor was modified to be able to take an existing template
from the database and display it, allowing for the user to add more information to it. To quicker get
to around the editor, a navigation displaying the program flow was added to each of the views,
allowing the user to directly jump to the header level or field level they intend to modify.

Next functionality for removing specific headers and fields were added. In the editor this appears as
another list displaying the names of the headers or fields of the template. Next to each name is a
button that when clicked removes the name from the list and, adds it to another hidden one that is
passed to the server when the form is submitted. The server uses this list when determining which
headers or fields the user want to remove, and deletes them from the database. The deletion is
accomplished in the same way as when deleting a complete template, making use of the additions to
the API that were made before.

With this the core functionality of TDRTE was done,  but a couple of things still  needed to be
developed. TDR supports displaying derived values based on the results of test data, but TDRTE
didn't  yet  support  creating  these  calculations  and  add  them to  the  template.  Functionality  for
duplicating an existing template, in case a user wanted to create some template based on another
one, didn't exist yet. Some way to preview the contents of a template was needed, as well as being
able to create graphs based on testing data.

The  calculations  editor  was  created  as  a  separate  entity  from  the  template  editor  but  is  still
considered to be part of TDRTE. Thanks to the data structure for calculation types being a lot less
complex than the ones of templates, this one could be built as a single view editor. Duplication, of a
template however turned out to be a bit more complicated than anticipated due to inconsistencies in
how different parts of the template data structure refer to each other, making it impossible to save a
complete template at once. This hadn't been a problem up until now since the template editor builds
a template step by step, and the problem was solved by emulating this behavior when creating a
duplicate template.

The template preview simply displays all the information of a report template, formatting it so that
it looks as like when it is used by a report. Since a report template contains a lot of information,
some which isn't necessarily relevant to get an accurate overview, this additional information can be
shown or hidden by clicking on a button above the template preview.

Due to time constraints  creating charts/graphs of the data displayed though a template was not
implemented.
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Fig 1. An visualization of the implementation process.
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4. Result 
The following chapter describes everything that was built during the course of the project, starting
with an overview of the graphical user interface, followed by a description of the technical aspects
of the GUI pertaining how the different parts are connected, and how data is moved between them.
Finally the server part of TDRTE is explained, listing all  the main methods and explaining the
significance of each of them.

4.1 TDRTE overview
Giving an overview over the visual aspects of the different parts of the GUI, what happens when the
user clicks the buttons, and how it correlates to the building of the report template.

4.1.1 Template List
TDRTE provides a list of all the templates that exist in the database (as seen in Figure 2). From here
the  user  can  chose  to  create  a  new template  or  edit,  duplicate  or  delete  an  existing  one.  The
duplicates show up in the list with the same name, with a suffix saying “COPY”. The name can be
changed in the header1 editor in the same way as any other template name can be changed.

Fig 2. The list of all the templates that currently exist in the database
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4.1.2 Header1 Editor
The editor for headers of the first level, as depicted in Figure 3, consists of a section displaying the
already added headers, a selection list displaying all the non-saved headers that the user is currently
adding, and a text box for inputting a header name to use for a new header. Clicking on the waste
bin icon next to the existing header name will remove this from the template when submitting the
form. This view also contains a field at the top for changing the template name.

In the top left corner is a small flow toolbar which not only lays out the different stages of template
editing but also offers the user to click on any of the steps go directly to it, skipping the steps in
between. This is useful if the user only want to modify a certain part of the template.

Fig 3. The header 1 editor displaying the template “preview test” with associated first level headers.
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4.1.3 Header2 Editor
The editor for headers of the second level shown in Figure 4 functions in the same way as the one
for the first level, with the main difference that there are multiple forms; one beneath each first-
level header. Clicking on a first level header name expands or contracts that section. Clicking on the
show/hide button in the top expands or contracts all the sections.

Fig 4. The editor for headers of level 2, the header “HEADER1-3” have been clicked, so the the form beneath it 
have been collapsed.
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4.1.4 Header3 Editor
The editor for headers of the third level, visualized in Figure 5. Almost identical to the previous one,
with the main difference being that there are three fields for entering the name of the parts of the
header. The parts are, from right to left:

– Counter Header
– Limit Header
– Value Header

A  button  beneath  the  “add”  button  of  the  form  has  been  added  for  creating  the  special
KPI_DURAION header, which is a special header that would display information about the running
time of the test that the report is displaying information from. As with the header2 editor, clicking a
header2 name will expand or contract that section.

Fig 5. The header3 editor, with only the form of the second level header “HEADER2-2” expanded.
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4.1.5 Field Editor
The editor for the different data fields, seen in Figure 6, that keep track of desired target values for
the different data counters, the unit of measurement of the counters, upper and lower limits, number
of decimals and what kind of calculation that is to be used on the data counter. Choosing to add a
counter of the type “CP” will show an additional drop down menu for choosing what statistics
object from the database to associate with the field. 
Since  the  fields  keeping  counters  of  the  type  “STS”  contain  a  mix  of  different  information,
customizing this information is deferred to the next step in the process.

Fig 6. The fields editor with most of the forms collapsed.
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4.1.6 STS fieldxCounter editor
The editor for the field counter combinations of the STS field. From three drop down menus the
user can choose what statistics object, STS object type and STS counter the fieldxcounter object
should contain. A picture of this can be seen in Figure 7.

Fig 7. The Editor for STS counter field combinations. Since the template only contains one STS field the editor 
only shows that single field.

4.1.7 Calculation types list
Figure 8 shows the list of the types of calculations stored in the database. It is very similar in design
and functionality to the template list, displaying the name and expression of the different formulas

Fig 8.  The list of all calculation types displaying the external ID of the calculation, the expression, and whether it
is a formula or simply a label. 
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4.1.8 Calculation type editor
The editor for a calculation type, shown in Figure 9. From top to bottom are:
A field to input the display name, or external id, of the formula. A field for inputting the formula
expression. A true false choice indicating if this is a formula or simply a label for some counter
value. A list of all STS counters that the formula uses for calculation. It is possible through the
different buttons in the view to add or remove counters from the calculation type.

Fig 9. The calculation type editor displaying a formula calculating the sum of three data counters.
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4.1.9 Template preview
Figure  10 shows the template preview. The previewer can display the template in two ways; one
that imitates how it will look when applied to a report, and one that does the same but displaying all
template  related  information  that  wouldn't  be  displayed  explicitly  in  the  report,  such  as  the
stsxcounters included in the stsfields or what type of counter is contained within the displayed field.

Fig 10. The template preview displaying the template “preview test”, with additional information enabled.
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4.2 Technical aspects of the interface
In the editors, adding an item to a header or field puts the information in a HTML select list. This
list will only submit the currently selected information to the server. To work around this, all forms
are traversed using JavaScript when submitted.

To be able to differentiate between the different forms that are generated, the ids of the parent
headers are used. This means that the parameter names can be used to identify which object will be
the parent of the newly created child in the back end. The ids are also used when calling the add or
remove JavaScript functions to know which form the user is modifying. This goes for both the list
of newly added headers or fields and the list of headers that already exist in the database.

When the trash can icon beside one of the preexisting header names is clicked, the header name is
removed from the viewable list and added to a hidden HTML div so that its id can be sent to the
back end for removal. 

The headers displayed in the editor are click-able and will  expand or contract the section right
underneath it when clicked. This is done with the help of jQuerys slideToggle function.

A visualization of the flow of TDRTE can be seen in Figure 11.

Fig 11. Preview of the program flow of the template creation process (for the full diagram, see fig 13 in appendix 
A)
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4.3 The server side controller
A separate MultiActionController handles all server requests related to template editing. Every view
have  a  corresponding  method  in  the  controller  that  handles  object  building,  persistence  layer
method calling, and model generation.

The method “templateList” fetches all the templates from the database and puts them in the model
that is to be passed to the template list view. The view then uses the data in this model and displays
it according to the specification written with JSTL tags.

The method “editHeader1s” not only produces the model for the editor of first level headers, but
also creates a new template in the database (and retrieves it again to update the id of the locally held
template) if a template name is provided, or if  a template id is provided fetches the associated
template from database.

Similarly to previous method, “editHeader2s” constructs a model containing the template data and
sends it to appropriate view. Alongside this functionality it also handles the deletion and creation of
first level headers that the header1 editor passes along. The removal of a header1 entails traversing
the whole sub-structure of the header, removing it from the bottom up. This means that for every
first level header to be deleted, all its second level headers are to be deleted. This in turn means that
for every second level header to be deleted, all the third level headers associated with it is to be
deleted. This process continues until the structure is completely removed from the database. The
creation part is simply a call to the constructor of the header1 with the parameters passed along
from the user interface, and the new object created by it added to the template's list of first level
headers. The method “editHeader3s” does essentially the same things as “editHeader2s”, the only
difference being that it processes the second level headers instead of the first level.

“editFields” handles the processing of third level headers that are sent to it as comma separated
values. It also handles the deletion of said headers.

Just as the previous methods, “editSts” creates a model for the view to use (but only if a model
actually is needed for the next step), and processes the headers from the previous step in the editing
process. The method determines whether a model is needed or not by traversing the template and
look for fields of the type STS. If it finds any, it generates the model to use in the STS field editor;
otherwise it just processes the data it got and redirects the user back to the list of templates.
The “submitEditedSts” method does not prepare a model at all, since it is the last method in the
editor chain. It just handles the creation and deletion of the STS field counter combinations and
sends the user to a view whose sole purpose is to redirect back to the template view.

One of the methods that's not in the template creation chain is “duplicateTemplate”. It retrieves a
template from the database based on what template id is passed to it, and traverses it, creating new
objects for each of the parts of the data structures it arrives at, and copying the information of the
old object to the new one. When the whole of the original template is copied it saves the new
template in two steps, the first one being the headers part of the template, the second being the
fields and STS field x counters.

The method “previewTemplate” simply fetches the chosen template from the database and passes it
to the template preview view.

Template deletion is handled in the controller method “deleteTemplate”. It deletes a template by
removing it from the bottom up, by first removing the fields, then the headers3s, then header2s, and
finally the first level headers.
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Many parts of the template data structure can be used in calculations to attain derived values. What
is  used  and  how  it  is  calculated  is  determined  by  the  template-related  data  structure
“calculationType”. The “editCalculationTypes” method retrieves all the calculation types from the
database and puts them into a model that is sent to the calculation types list view. From there,
whenever the user selects one of the calculation types for editing or creates a new one, the method
“editCalculationType” fetches all counters that the calculation can be based on, and sends it to the
calculation type editing view.

When saving a calculation type the method “submitCalculationType” is called, which constructs a
completely new calculation type object regardless if the calculation is a new one or an edited one.
From there it removes the existing one from the database (if there's one) and persists the newly
created one.

When deleting a calculation type, the method “deleteCalculationType” is called, which essentially
does the same thing as “deleteTemplate” but operates on the calculation type data structure instead.

Since all parts of the interface recording the users choices are standard HTML forms, the result gets
sent to the back end in the form of a HTML post, but thanks to the SpringMVC there's no need to
manually process this string of arguments as it is embedded in the HttpServletRequest that gets
passed to each of the controllers when they are called. To solve grouping of collected information
when assembling the fields strings of comma separated values are used, which is then converted to
an array with the help of java's split function of strings.
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5. Discussion
During the course of the project redesigns based on the original design had to be made. Some
redesigns were due to misinterpretations in the original design of how different data structures are
connected, and some were made to make the processing of the form data passed from the interface
to the server smaller and easier to handle by dividing it. In this section, we discuss technical aspects
and further improvements that can be made to the system. 

5.1 Technical discussion
When duplicating  a  template,  limitations  in  how some parts  of  the  template  data  structure  are
implemented led to the saving process having to be split up into two parts. The inconsistency in
how objects refer back to their parents is what led to this split. The headers refer to each other by
keeping references. This means that if the id of the parent would change (as in when it is stored in
the database for the very first time) the parent id of the child would be automatically updated and
thus there would be no problems when trying to persist the child. The fields, however, only keep a
copy of the parent's id, which is not automatically updated when the parent id is. These would have
to be updated manually before storing them, but this  can only be done after the parent ids are
known, which is after they have been saved and retrieved again from the database. 
First off, the relationships between header3s and fields have to be preserved. This is accomplished
by keeping the copy of the data structure from before the re-retrieval, and compare the (incomplete)
retrieved parent with the parents of the old (without ids) parents. To determine if a new parent is the
same as the old parent, all information contained within them are compared. If all information is the
same, except for the id, then the parent's are considered to be the same parent, and all the children
from the id-less parent are moved to the parent with the id, and the parent id of the child is set.
This two-step process wouldn't have been needed if the fields classes kept references in the same
way  as  the  headers,  but  since  one  of  the  project's  criteria  was  to  make  minimal  amount  of
modifications to the original code as possible, things were left as they are.

The final user interface differs a bit from the initial design specification (Persson, 2013); the main
reason being that splitting up the editing process (instead of handling everything in one single view)
in different parts would lead to the amount of information needed to be processed in each step a lot
smaller than if everything would be submitted at once. This solution also allows for the progress to
be saved in between these steps, so that in the case of a failure, no progress of the previous steps are
lost.  In some cases, functionality that weren't in the design had to be implemented, such as the
ability to create completely new headers of any level, and in other cases the design don't match how
the  data  in  the  database  is  related,  such  with  the  data  counters  not  being  the  children  of  the
header3s. 

Features that made it into the final design more or less exactly as designed were:
– A list of all the templates that exist in the database along with buttons for begin editing,

make a copy of, and delete a report template.
– Retractable and expandable sections beneath headers in the editor.
– Focus on “what-you-see-is-what-you-get” style editing, with the editor using the same style

as the finished report displays its data in.
– Showing added data in lists organized in a way that makes it  easy to discern what data

belongs to which headers.
– A preview displaying all aspects of the template. 

Due to time constraints graph/chart editing had to be dropped from the project.
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Even though the template editing tool is supposed to change as little as possible to the already
existing TDR project code, some additions to the API of TDR was necessary. Most of the changes
pertained  the  deletion  of  individual  parts  of  the  template.  Since  there  weren't  any way to  get
hibernate to remove related data instead of setting references to null, the deletion had to be done
manually on every level.

5.2 Further improvements
The biggest change that would both make it easier to delete data, and result in cleaner code is to
update  the  JPA provider  of  the  TDR project  to  support  JPA version  2.0,  in  which  removal  of
orphaned related data can be handled by cascading deletion instead of setting references to null. The
changes needed after the update are relatively small and consist of adding “orphan-removal=true” in
appropriate  places  in  the  object  relational  mapping,  alternatively adding it  via  JPA annotations
directly in the class files. This will allow for replacement of most of the removal code with simple
one line commands. Many of the methods added to the interface related to deletion would also be
rendered obsolete thanks to this change, and can then be removed to minimize clutter. 

A common interface for the fields would be nice to have so that handling them didn't require all the
conditionals and duplicate code that is currently necessary. The interface would contain declarations
of the common methods, which are most of the getters and setters. To further reduce the need for
special cases, a common interface could also be created for the data counters.

5.3 Method discussion
In retrospect, starting with editing the fields that holds the counters wasn't the best way to begin.
Halfway through building it,  the realization that there was no way of testing if storing the data
structure worked without destroying one of the test templates came up. Instead effort was focused
on building templates from scratch while abandoning the previous approach, testing in every step if
the database storing worked, which  should have been done from the beginning. The new approach
also led to the realization that that there wear some misconceptions on how the different parts are
connected, which in turn led to some time put aside to sketch out an UML diagram of the system
before continuing, to minimize that amount of time that would be needed to rework future parts in
case of more misconceptions. More time could probably have been spared if instead of working by
trial-and-error, a complete plan had been made from the get go. On the other hand it's difficult to get
an accurate overview of the system just by reading, and with little to no documentation on how the
system works, the only apparent approach is to try and see what happens.

Assumptions  had been made after  eying through the  declarations  in  the  API  interface,  that  all
functionality related to managing the database to data structure connection already existed and were
useable. This led to unforeseen extra work that hadn't been planned.

Many of the problems that occurred during the implementation were caused by Hibernate behaving
in unexpected ways, giving error messages that didn't really say specifically what was wrong, and
not giving any error messages even though the objects that should have been persisted didn't show
up in  the database.  An example  of  one of  the  exceptions  it  threw was the  constraint  violation
exception which indicated that some constraint were about to be set to null, along with the SQL
query that was being executed. The query, however, didn't indicate any values being set to null
which led to a lot of time searching for where the real problem was.
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6. Conclusion
This thesis described the implementation of a report template editing tool for Ericsson Test Data
Repository.  The tool  was  developed using  Java and Java  server  pages  with  JSTL,  HTML and
JavaScript.  The server  and database  application  was  based on Apache Tomcat  with  Hibernate,
PostgreSQL and SpringMVC. 

The design goal was to be as modular as possible. This requirement was realized by using the
existing object oriented framework and API of TDR that provided the means to minimize coupling.
Moreover the user interface was built on the standard MVC model, that allows for the interface to
be separate from the actual processing and database components. 

TDRTE  supports  creation  of  report  templates  used  by  TDR  to  display  organized  information
obtained from tests run on telecom base stations. TDRTE also supports creating calculated values
based on the result data, and can insert these into the template as well.

Future developments of the report template editing tool would include redesign of the template
deletion functionality,  updating the JPA provider to be able to run cascading deletion of report
templates. Moreover, a further improvement that would result in cleaner overall code, is changing
how the different parts of the Java object representation of the template refer to each other. This
change will result in less need to have specific solutions for managing the different parts as well as
making the code easier maintain.
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Appendix A

Fig 12. Diagram of the template data structure.



Fig 13. Diagram showing the program flow of the template editing process.



Fig 14. Diagram showing the program flow of the calculation type editor.



Fig 15. Illustration of the process of building the template editing tool
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